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Abstract-It is well known that if A, B are quare matrices of the same order Nda that I + AB 
is nonsingular, then I + BA is also nonsinguh. In thie note we rhow that thim ass&h cm be 
generalized for the case that A or B is a (not necessarily linear) operator IXI a lineu w. 
Throughout the paper let Ii1 and Kz be linear spaces having the same system of scalars. 
THEOREM 1. Let B : K1 + K2, let A : K2 -+ K1 be liaear, and let 
N=I+AB:K1-+K1, 
M=I’+BA:K2+K2. 
(a) If N possesses a left inverse NL : K1 ---, K1, then 
ML=I’-BNLA:Kg+K1 
is a left inverse of M . 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(b) If N possesses a right inverse NR : K1 -+ K1, then 
MR=I’-BNRA:Ka-tK2 
is a right inverse of M. Also, we have 
AMR = NRA. 
PROOF. (a) We have, by (3) and (2), 
MLM = (I’ - BNLA)(I’ f BA) = I’ + BA - BNtA(I’ + BA). 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
However, by linearity of A, 
BNLA(I’ + BA) = BNL(A + ABA) = BNL(I + AB)A = BNLNA = BA. 
Thus, by (6), MLM = I’, i.e., ML is a left inverse of M. 
(b) Since NNR = I, we have by (1) 
NR +ABNR = I. 
Next, by (2) and (4), 
(7) 
MMR = (I’ + BA)(I’ - BNRA) = I’ - BNRA + BA(I’ - BNRA). (8) 
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Again, due to linearity of A and to (7), 
BA(I’ - BNRA) = B(A - ABNRA) = B(I - ABNR)A = BNRA. 
Hence, by (8), MMR = I’. Consequently, MR is a right inverse of M. 
Finally, invoking (4) and (7), we get 
AMR = A(I’ - BNRA) = A - ABNRA = (I - ABNR)A = NRA, 
and (5) is proved. 
COROLLARY 1. If A is linear and N has the inverse N- 1 : K1 + K1, then M is invertible and 
M-l = I’ - BN-lA : Ka + K2. (9) 
(The proof is obvious.) 
THEOREM 2. Let A : Kz -+ Kl, Jet B : K1 + Kz be linear and possess the inverse B-’ : Kz + 
K1, and Jet N and M be given by (1) and (21, respectively. 
(a) If N possessesses a left inverse NL : Kl -+ K1, then 
ML = BNLB-’ : Kz + Kz (10) 
is a left inverse of M. 
(b) If N possesses a right inverse NR : K1 --) I-Cl, then 
MR = BNRB-’ : Kz + Ka 
is a right inverse of M . 
(11) 
PROOF. (a) We have by (lo), (2) and linearity of B-l, 
MLM = BNLB-‘(I’ + BA) = BNL(B-’ + A) = BNL(I + AB)B-1 = BNLNB-1 = I’. 
Hence, ML is a left inverse of M. 
(b) Linearity of B and (ll), (2) yield 
MMR = (I’ + BA)BNRB-’ = (B + BAB)NRB-’ 
= B(I + AB)NRB-’ = BNNRB-~ = I’. 
Thus, MR is a right inverse of M. 
COROLLARY 2. If B is linear and invertible, and if N has the inverse N-’ : K1 4 K1, then M 
is invertible and 
M-l = BN-‘B-’ : Kz + Kz. (12) 
Note that Corollaries 1 and 2 cannot be further improved as far as the linearity assumption is 
concerned, i.e., if both A and B are nonlinear operators and N is invertible, then M need not be 
invertible. Indeed, to see it, let K1 = Kz = R’, and define A, B : R’ + R’ as follows: 
Ax = tanx for 2 E (-G, i), 
0 elsewhere, 
Bx = arctan x for all x E R1. 
Then clearly Nx = (I + AB)x = 2x for all z E R1, and 
Mz=(I+BA)x= 
2x forx E (-4, $), 
X forx $! (-5, i). 
However, M is not injective, since for xl = 1 E (-4, $) and 22 = 2 > $ we have 
Mxl = Mx2 = 2. 
If K1 and Kz are normed linear spaces, our results, in particular the formulas (9) and (12), 
permit us to conclude continuity of M -l. For example, referring to Corollary 2 and to the open 
mapping theorem, we see readily that the following assertion is true: 
Let K1 and Kz be Banach spaces, let the assumptions of Corollary 2 be satisfied, and let B be 
bounded. Then M-’ is (Lipschitz) continuous, whenever N-r is (Lipschite) continuous. 
Finally, the above results yield further sufficient conditions for invertibility of a Hammer- 
stein-type operator I + AB when A and B satisfies the angleboundedness assumption [l], or the 
strong monotonicity condition [2]. 
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